Surfing Florida Contacts organized by Region

**Broward:**
Barroso, Jorge – Surf Industry
Cromarty, Bruce – Surf Industry
Duenkl, Bob – Historian
Dutch, Schorn – Surf Industry
Eilers, Jeff – Collector
Harkins, Robert – Curator
Miller, George – Surf Shop
Reid, Donald – Surfer
Sampson, Jimbo – Surfer
Tate, John – Photographer
Whiddon, Bill – Surf Industry
Whitman, Dudley – Collector

**California:**
Grannis, LeRoy – Photographer
Grannis, John – Surfer/Photographer
Leonardo, Tom
Metz, Dick – Founder
Pezman, Steve – Editor/Publisher
Weber, Dewey – Surfer/shaper
Wilkins, Steve – Photographer

**Carolinas:**
Struntz, DJ

**Central Florida:**
Adams, Nathan – Photographer
Anderson, Kathy Jo – Photographer
Baugher, Bob – Surf Industry
Beard, Justin – Journalist
Bennett, Dennis
Carroll, Ricky – Shaper
Catri, Dick – Surfer Historic
Clapp, Ed – Collector
Cocoa Beach Surf Museum – Collector

Codgen, Claude – Surfer Historic
Crawford, Jeff – Surfer
Davis, Mike
Di Menna, Lynne – Surf Industry
Dooley, Pete – Surf Industry
Donner, Harry – Surf Industry
Dooley, Pete – Surf Industry
Dugan, Tom – Eastern Surf Magazine
Fiske, Doug – Film Journalist
Gorno, Sam – Surfer Historic
Holland, Todd
Houston, Ross
Jones, Darrell – Photographer
Kechele, Matt – Shaper
Ling, Mai
Link, Jack – Stage Production
Long, Dr. Mark Howard – Scholar
MacDonald, John – Volunteer
Madden, Patrick – Surf Shop
Maklansky, Steven – Art Director
Mann, Mike – Surf Industry
McCree, Max – Shaper
Meseroll, Dick – Eastern Surf Magazine
Meyer, Micheal K. – Surf Curator
Munro, Mimi – Surfer Historic
Neilson, Tom – Shaper
O’Hare, Pat – Surfer Historic
O’Hare, Sean – Surf Curator
Ostrosser, Blake – Surfer Historic
Pope, Larry – Photographer
Pruett, Matt – Eastern Surf Magazine
Propper, Gary – Surfer Historic
Rieger, Amy – Scholar
Rudolph, Richard – Surfer
Sallick, Phil – Surfer Historic
Sasso, Tony – State Rep
Scruggs, Roger – Photographer
Sharp, Stu – Shaper
Slater, Kelly – Surfer
Styron, Brad
Twombly, Joe- Surfer Historic
Valuzzi, Virginia- Collector
Walker, Bruce- Surf Industry
Weil, Andy- Surf Industry
Welsh Kevin Photographer
Wilson, Chris- Photographer
Yerkes, Bill- Surfer Historic

Miller, Bruce- Surf Industry
Monroe, Gary- Scholar
Newell, James Professor
Polat, Roland- Collector
Romnes, Juliana- Museum Curator
Taylor, David- Photographer
Tilles, Jim- Journalist
Wright, Bud- Surfer Historic

Florida:
Ledingham, Skip/Karen- Surf Shop
Nusso, Joe- Collector
Parton, John- Surf Shop
Tate, John- Photographer

North Florida:
Ankersen, Tom- Scholar
Clelland, Bruce
Good, Celeste
Hatch, Carl- Surfer Historic
Kaufman, Mitch- Collector
Petroni, Erik- Surfer Historic
Petroni, Karina- Surfer
Roland, Joe- Surfer Historic
Silver, David- Photographer
Salomon Tant, Will- Surfer
Tant, Will- Surfer
Taylor, Bron- Scholar
West, Paul- Surf Industry
Zamba, Frieda- Surfer Historic

Not Florida:
Aichner, Scott- Photographer
Andersen, Lisa- Surfer/Coordinator
Berg, Jeff
Carson, David- Artist
Colburn, Bolton- Arts Admin.
Crim, Stephanie- Student
Curren, Tom- Surfer
Divine, Jeff- Photographer
Ghiglia, Anthony- Photographer
Grannis, John- Surfer/Photographer
Grannis, LeRoy- Photographer
Haun, Barry- Museum Curator
Heywood, Anne
Johnson, Jimmy
Jordan, Eric- Surf Shop
Lear, Cecil D. – VIP
Leonardo, Tom- Surfer Historic
Loehr, Greg- Surfer/Shaper
O'Mahony, Jim- Surf Curator
Pezman, Steve- Editor/Publisher
Parker, Robert V.
Pulvere, Michael- Surfer Historic
Rey, Terry- Scholar
Stewart, Bill- Shaper
Tabeling, Mike- Surfer Historic
Table, Joe- Collector
Torres, Osiris- Photographer
Wilkings, Steve
Wolfe, Robert
Yeomans, Rick Fraser- Surf Historic

New Smyrna Beach & Daytona:
Altes, Pat- Collector
Bayer, Dennis - Scholar
Crouch, Bernie- Surf Shop
Dunn, Bruce- Media
Flamm, Carl- Film Journalist
Harder, Chuck- Owner
Harrington, Neil- Museum Curator
Hill, Larry- Member
Kahn, Jordan
Le Veille, Fayn- Interior Decorator
Light, Patti- Writer
Martin, Mike- Surf Industry
McNair, Kem- Surfer
McSwain, John- Director

NW Gulf:
Spencer, Yancy- Surfer Historic
Panhandle:
Koontz, Amanda- Student
McCue, Nikolas- Volunteer/ Photographer

Palm Beach:
Aaron, David- Surf Historic
Abrams, Shaun- Surfer
Bludworth, Brent
Groth, Steve
Guthrie, Lorraine
Irving, Carmen- Surf Historic
McCrannells, Dr.
Laabs, Ricky & Allan
Randall, John-Gov. Ecologist
Surgener, Jennifer

PB, Martin & St. Lucie:
Andrew, Fletcher- President
Arruza, Tony- Photopher
Batsche, Brynn- Curator
Chiang, Eric
Davis, Bill- Photographer
Fejes, Dr. Fred- Scholar
French, Don- Surf Shop
Friedman, Michael- Photographer
Hill, Mark- Photographer
Johnson, Steve- Surfer
Pechonis, Mike- Shaper
Reese, David- Surfer Historic
Roads, Scott- Surfer
Shusterman, Richard- Scholar
Stormont, Tony- Historian
Surgenor, Jeff
Tarpley, Brandon- Volunteer
Tindall, Greg- Writer
Veillon, Mike- President
Warnke, Tom- Volunteer

Shusterman, Richard- Scholar
Surgenor, Jeff- Surfer, shaper
Tarpley, Brandon- Volunteer
Tindall, Greg- Writer
Warnke, Tom- Volunteer

South FL
Cunningham, James- Chairman
Delgado, Denise- Surf Club

Marinelli, Phil- Shaper
Schimpeno, Peter- Surfer

SW Gulf:
Cooper, Amanda- Surf Historic
Donner, Harry- Surf Industry
Huse, Andy- Librarian
Lockwood, Susan
Pettegrew, Dr. Loyd- scholar
Rodriguez, Juan- Surf Industry

Other:
Arovisky, Mac- Shaper
Atwell, Russ
Barroso, Jorge- SrfIndstry
Bertch Mitch & Jim
Burkard, Chris- Phtgrphr
Capolla, Bill- SrfHstrc
Carlyle, Alan
Carter, Chuck- SrfIndstry
Coombs, Wayne
Crowley, Mike
Cunning, James- Curator
Curry, Billy
Daly, Nicki
Dyqert, Rick
Funcheon, Deidra- Surfer
Hump, Brian- SrfShop
Keeton, Bill
Kelly, Kurt
Kidder, Roddy
King, Jerry
Krute, Mitch- Shaper
La Voir, Richard
Laabs, Ricky & Allan
Leisure, Ed- SrfIndstry
Lucas, Will- Photographer
Malec, Alexander- SrfHstrc
Margolis, Alan
Martin, Pepper- SrfHstrc
Maynard, Keith- Collector
McGee, Pat- SrfIndstry
Mead, Lonnie
Mittleman, Dan- Surfer
Moody, Danny- Phtgrphr
Morris, Jim- Collector
Murphy, Kristy
DOROTHY F. SCHMIDT COLLEGE OF ARTS AND LETTERS
School of the Arts
University Galleries

Odun, Glen- SrfHstrc
Pier, Jax
Pruitt, Paul- Phtgrpfr
Redeff, Bill
Reed, David
Reeves, Chuck-SrfIndstry
Reeves, Jack- SrfIndstry
Savage, Skip
Schwartz, Jordan- SrfIndstry
Scotten, John
Scully, Mike- Collector
Senger, Bill
Sheppard, Jimmy
Silver, David
Simenack, Andy- Collector
Simonds, Peter
Soderquist, Eric- Srf/Authr
Stallings, Tyler- ArtCurator
Stecyk, Craig- Writer
Strange, Tory
Surgener, Jenniffer
Taylor, David
Torregroza, Erik
Trella, Pat
Valuzzi, Pat- Surfer
Walsh, Dusty- Collector
Whidden, Carlyn- Journalist
Worstler, Kelly- Interior Decorator
White, Carlyn- Collector